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APRIL | $17.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 128 pages

DRA013000
9781770919013

epub: 9781770919037
1f, 2m | will premiere on July 19, 2018, 

at LSPU Hall, St. John’s, in a production 
by Artistic Fraud of Newfoundland

“How do you untangle a forty-foot whale from a fishing net? 
Very carefully.”

Jon Lien was once a respected researcher and a risk- taker, 
swimming into dangerous waters to save whales and the 
fishing gear they were trapped in. But now Jon’s confined 
to land, living his last years in a wheelchair with brain 
damage after an accident and illness.

The man who rescued over 500 whales around the 
world stretches his mind in memories of release and sal-
vation. His powerful story swims backward through time, 
as he goes from worrying his wife and frustrating his 
friend, to being a reckless starter and adventurer, to lec-
turing university classes, to his very first encounter with 
a whale.

Robert Chafe crafts a raw portrayal of the true story of 
Dr. Jon Lien, Newfoundland’s “Whale Man,” into a tale 
of perseverance, control, and compassion.

Robert Chafe has worked in theatre, dance, opera, radio, fiction, and film. 
His stage plays have been seen in Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia, 
and in the United States, and include Oil and Water, Tempting Providence, 
Afterimage, Under Wraps, and The Colony of Unrequited Dreams (adapted from 
the novel by Wayne Johnston). He has been shortlisted three times for the 
Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama, and he won in 2010 for 
Afterimage. 2016 saw the premiere of his first opera, Ours (with compos-
er John Estacio), and the release of his first book of fiction Two-Man Tent 
(Breakwater Books). He lives in St. John’s and is the playwright and artistic 
director of Artistic Fraud of Newfoundland.

Also available:
Afterimage
The Colony of Unrequited Dreams
Oil and Water
Robert Chafe: Two Plays (Butler’s Marsh 
and Tempting Providence)
Under Wraps

BETWEEN BREATHS
Robert Chafe
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MAY | $19.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 144 pages
DRA017000 | DRA013000 
9781770917989
epub: 9781770918009
3m | premiered in November 2013 at 
Buddies in Bad Times Theatre, Toronto

Is there such thing as gay heritage?

This isn’t your ordinary history project. In what has 
become an important piece of contemporary queer 
Canadian theatre, three of Canada’s most gifted per-
formers—Damien Atkins, Paul Dunn, and Andrew 
Kushnir—go on a search way past Google in order to 
find the history of gay people.

The trio start their quest by looking back at their own 
lineages and move along to the library, the Yellow Brick 
Road, Ukraine, a game show, and a court. They discov-
er handfuls of forgotten heroes and stories, but also visit 
some well-known names, compiling everything into one 
extraordinary history lesson that shines new light on con-
temporary gay culture. 

Equal parts personal curiosity, answers to the past, and 
information for the future, The Gay Heritage Project is 
a hilarious, thought-provoking meta tale that connects 
queer communities everywhere.

Toronto-based Damien Atkins has acted on most of the major stages across the country. His plays 
include Real Live Girl, miss chatelaine, Lucy, Good Mother, The Mill Part Four: Ash, and We Are Not Alone. 
He has received ten Dora Mavor Moore Award nominations for acting and writing, winning four. 

Paul Dunn is a playwright based in Stratford, Ontario. His plays include BOYS, High-Gravel-Blind, 
Offensive Shadows, Dalton and Company, Outside, and Memorial, which received an honourable men-
tion from the Herman Voaden National Playwriting Competition. He is also an actor and has worked 
in theatres across the country.

Andrew Kushnir is a Toronto-based actor, playwright, and director. He is the creative director at 
Project: Humanity and the associate art director at Crow’s Theatre. His play The Middle Place was 
published in Ignite: Illuminating Theatre Creation for Young People.

THE GAY HERITAGE PROJECT
Damien Atkins, Paul Dunn, and Andrew Kushnir

“If only all learning was this much fun.” —The Globe and Mail

“These talented actor/singers inspire and amuse, amaze 
with the connections they make and make us want to 
hear more of their tales.” —Jon Kaplan, NOW Magazine
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MAY | $18.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 80 pages

DRA017000 | DRA019000 
9781770919099

epub: 9781770919112
1f | Femme premiered in November 

2014 at Buddies in Bad Times Theatre, 
Toronto, in a production by b current 

theatre, Sulong Theatre Company, and 
Eventual Ashes 

4f | Stars premiered in July 2016 at the 
Aki Studio Theatre, Toronto, in a produc-

tion by Sulong Theatre Company

In these two emotionally unrestrained plays, the author of 
Singkil and Scarborough vividly paints a portrait of what 
it means to be a radical queer brown mother.

From masturbation to motherhood, body shaming to bur-
lesque, Catherine Hernandez reveals the reality of living 
as a queer woman of colour. Set to the music of her life, 
The Femme Playlist shows what it’s like to be sexy and 
proud, slutty and loud, queer and brown. 

I Cannot Lie to the Stars That Made Me is an around-
the-campfire guide to mourning and healing for women 
of colour, written after Hernandez and her daughter left 
an abusive relationship. As a group of women share their 
stories around a campfire, they pray for each other and 
give as much strength as their bodies will allow.

Catherine Hernandez is an award-winning author and the artistic di-
rector of b current performing arts. Her plays include The Femme Playlist, 
Singkil, Eating with Lola, Kilt Pins, and Future Folk. Her published works 
include M is for Mustache: A Pride ABC Book (Flamingo Rampant) and the 
novel Scarborough (Arsenal Pulp Press), winner of Asian Canadian Writers’ 
Workshop Emerging Writers Award and a finalist for the Toronto Book 
Award. She is a proud citizen of Scarborough, Ontario.

Also available:
Kilt Pins
Singkil

THE FEMME PLAYLIST / I CANNOT LIE TO THE STARS THAT MADE ME
Catherine Hernandez

“It is so refreshing to see a woman celebrate her sexual-
ity on stage while actively resisting the oppressive gazes 
that would objectify her doing so.” —Jeremy Gardiner, 
Mooney on Theatre
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APRIL | $17.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 80 pages
DRA019000 | DRA013000 
9781770918931
epub: 9781770918955
1f, 1m | premiered in 2008 at the Belfry 
Theatre Festival with Theatre Bombus

The author of Blood: A Scientific Romance is back with 
a story in which a family must pack up a matriarch’s things 
while unpacking the past and untangling the present.

After Samantha’s grandma dies, her fractured family is 
summoned to pick through the house full of belong-
ings and trash, leaving Post-it notes on whatever they 
want to take. Between old napkins, a closet full of ketch-
up packets, and a freezer full of rotting meat are gems 
like a grandfather clock and plastic deer lawn statuettes 
that hold more sentiment. While Samantha’s divorced, 
estranged father David sifts through memories, all she 
wants is to find a simple object that could represent her 
place in the family. When other family members arrive, 
tug of wars and passive-aggressive conversations com-
mence. In a house full of junk and sadness, it comes down 
to Samantha and David to find their way back to each 
other.

Meg Braem’s plays have won the Alberta Literary Award for Drama and the 
Alberta Playwriting Competition, and Blood: A Scientific Romance was nom-
inated for a Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama. Her work has 
been presented at the Citadel Theatre, Theatre Calgary, Lunchbox Theatre, 
the Belfry Theatre, Sage Theatre, Sparrow and Finch Theatre, Theatre Transit, 
Atomic Vaudeville, and Intrepid Theatre. She is a past member of the Citadel 
Playwrights Forum and was a playwright-in-residence at Workshop West 
Playwrights’  Theatre. Her next book, Feminist Resistance: A Graphic Approach 
(co-authored with Norah Bowman and Domique Hui), will be published by 
University of Toronto Press in 2018. Meg currently lives in Edmonton as the 
Lee Playwright in Residence at the University of Alberta. 

THE JOSEPHINE KNOT
Meg Braem

The

Josephine 

Knot 

Meg Braem

Also available:
Blood: A Scientific Romance

“Josephine avoids the obvious trappings of family feuds 
and instead sifts through the emotional debris result-
ing when a family’s matriarch finally falls.” —Monday 
Magazine
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MARCH | $18.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 80 pages

DRA017000 | DRA019000 
9781770918801

epub: 9781770918825
2f | premiered in March 2016 at Bud-

dies in Bad Times Theatre, Toronto

Legacy is a legacy is a legacy is a legacy.

If Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas could look back 
on their legacy now, they’d say they were ahead of their 
time, their treasured paintings were like their children, 
and that they were very much in love.

The queer icons have appeared in the present day to 
find out how they are remembered. As they go through 
the story of their lives, they swoon and remark over their 
almost forty-year-long relationship, famed collections of 
art and friends, and their writings. They romance the con-
cepts of genius, fame, power, and voice. And by sharing all 
of these memories and observations, they let their audi-
ence in on their intimate and playful moments together, 
leaving an even greater impact on their legacy.

Evalyn Parry is Artistic Director of Buddies in Bad Times Theatre in Toronto. Her 
award-winning, innovative, and interdisciplinary work is inspired by intersections 
of social justice, history, and auto/biography. 

Anna Chatterton is a Toronto-based playwright, performer, and librettist. Her plays 
include Quiver and Within the Glass, which was nominated for the Governor General’s 
Literary Award for Drama. As a librettist, her operas include Swoon, Voice-Box, and 
Sweat. Anna was recently commissioned to develop her play Cowgirl Up and she is 
currently developing a new play, Heroine, in residence with Nightwood Theatre. 

Karin Randoja is an award-winning director, actor, teacher, and singer/composer 
from Toronto. She mainly directs original devised performances and is a founding 
member of Primus Theatre.

GERTRUDE AND ALICE
Evalyn Parry and Anna Chatterton with Karin Randoja

“Talent is talent is talent is talent, to echo Gertrude 
Stein’s well-known statement about a rose. You’ll find 
plenty of it, along with humour, satire and affection, in 
the Independent Aunties’ take on the lives and work of 
perhaps the best-known lesbian couple of the early 20th 
century, writer/thinker Gertrude Stein and her devoted 
partner, Alice B. Toklas.” —Jon Kaplan, NOW Magazine
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MARCH | $17.95
5 1/8" x 7 5/8" | 80 pages
DRA013000 
9781770918849
epub: 9781770918863
2f, 3m | premiered in September 2014 
at the Vancouver International Fringe 
Festival, in a production by Theatre Free 
Radical

“Ice becomes fire. Men become monsters. Things buried be-
come exposed.”

Stories are carried like cargo on trains from the Rocky 
Mountains to the East Coast in this cautionary tale of 
what happens when we’re haunted by the hunger for the 
ever-greater development and exploitation of natural re-
sources.

A 19th-century English fur trader, his Cree wife, and 
Métis guide are harrowingly pursued by an unseen mon-
ster on the Athabasca River. Two freshwater biologists 
in present-day Fort McMurray are investigating water 
pollution and dead fish, until one becomes obsessed with 
their discovery of centuries-old skeletons and the oth-
er wants to go public with their findings. A young man 
comes to work in the oil sands where he meets a stripper, 
but their connection is severed when he returns home af-
ter discovering the body of a young man. Meanwhile a 
young glacier tour guide working at the Athabasca gla-
cier recounts finding a body in ice. And between all the 
bodies are interwoven vignettes that lead up to a major 
oil spill, filling out a chilling story of lives lived and lost 
on rivers and railways.

Len Falkenstein is Director of Drama at the University of New Brunswick 
in Fredericton, where he teaches theatre and playwriting and directs produc-
tions for Theatre UNB. He is also Artistic Director of Bard in the Barracks, 
Fredericton’s outdoor Shakespeare company, and NotaBle Acts, a devel-
opmental theatre company that stages an annual festival of new plays by 
New Brunswick dramatists. His plays, staged with his company Theatre 
Free Radical, include a new play in development, Soft Target, as well as Lac/
Athabasca, Utopia, and Doppelgänger, all of which have been staged at Toronto’s 
SummerWorks Performance Festival and at Fringe festivals and other loca-
tions across Canada. 

LAC/ATHABASCA
Len Falkenstein

“Lac/Athabasca is a well-executed show that will leave you 
thinking once the lights go back on.” —Gordon Kent, 
Edmonton Journal
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MARCH | $17.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 96 pages

DRA019000 | DRA013000 
9781770918887

epub: 9781770918900
5f, 1m | premiered in 2013 at Alumnae 
Theatre’s Fire Works Festival, Toronto

Old wounds, new secrets, and a meddlesome mother come 
face-to-face in this cottage-country rom-com with an edge.

It’s been over twenty years since Guy ditched his high-
school sweetheart Gloria at the prom, and they haven’t 
spoken since. Now he’s a failed LA lawyer, divorced, and 
working at his brother’s golf resort in Ontario. A wedding 
conveniently brings old friends Gloria, Eva, Leslie, Peggy, 
and Peggy’s mom, Jessie, to the resort for a weekend, so 
Guy nervously promises he’ll stay away. But Jessie—also 
the crew’s former teacher—decides to play matchmaker, 
determined to reconnect the long-split pair.

Between the reunion of old friends, each with their 
own surprises, Gloria and Guy are pushed together, learn-
ing the power of forgiveness, the warmth of opening up 
to someone, and the possibilities of a re-written future.

Joan Burrows is a member of the Playwrights Guild of Canada and has 
won several ACT-CO and Theatre Ontario awards for her work as a stage 
manager, director, and playwright. She has been a long-time member of the 
Curtain Club in Richmond Hill and of the Alumnae Theatre, in Toronto, 
specifically working with their New Play Development Program. Her oth-
er plays include Staff Room, The Photograph, Willow Quartet, and Fourteen 
Hours. She is currently working on a musical adaptation of Willow Quartet 
with Ron Cameron-Lewis and Jason Saunders at Sheridan College and 
completing her sixth play, Persons of Interest, a comedy about the American 
Internal Revenue Service. 

GLORIA’S GUY
Joan Burrows

Also available:
Willow Quartet

“[A] wonderful comedy that opens our hearts to the 
laughter and sweetness of life and gives us a glimpse 
into hurdles that must be overcome to get there. On that 
roller coaster between high school and middle age, author 
and director Joan Burrows creates a story well worth the 
ride.” —Anne Ritchie, Alliston Herald

“Funny and warm, with its messy family and friends dy-
namics, Gloria’s Guy is a feel-good, tender romcom good 
time.” —Cate McKim, Life with More Cowbell
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MARCH | $29.95
8 1/4" x 10 3/4" | 240 pages
PER011020 | PER011000
9781770918924

This collective history of the groundbreaking Toronto theatre 
is a scrapbook of memories, mistakes, and milestones.

In celebration of its fiftieth year of producing and pro-
viding space for new and diverse Canadian theatre, this 
book gathers touching tributes, funny anecdotes, fascinat-
ing photos, memorable reviews, and treasured memories 
of success and failure within and beyond the walls of 
Theatre Passe Muraille. Artists, creative teams, and the-
atre associates from throughout the theatre’s history have 
something juicy to share. 

THEATRE PASSE MURAILLE: A COLLECTIVE HISTORY 
edited by Samantha Serles and Martin Julien with Rae Johnson

Samantha Serles is a writer and editor based in Toronto. She worked at 
Theatre Passe Muraille from 2010–2014 as a dramaturge and holds an M.F.A. 
in theatre from York University and a graduate certificate in professional 
writing and communications from Humber College.

Martin Julien is an actor of four decades’ experience, having made his profes-
sional debut at age ten for the Factory Theatre Lab and has been nominated 
for three Dora Mavor Moore Awards as best performer. He is currently a 
Ph.D. student at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies at 
the University of Toronto, and also teaches theatre history at Humber College.

Rae Johnson is an artist who began teaching drawing and painting at 
OCAD in 1988. She has lectured about her work across Canada in universities 
and art centres. In the early 1980s, Rae formed the collective ChromaZone 
with fellow artists Oliver Girling, Andy Fabo, Brian Burnett, Sybil Goldstein, 
Tony Wilson, HP Marti, and, later, Tim Jocelyn.

“Theatre Passe Muraille has become the most totally 
eclectic theatre in town, offering a home to every kind 
of work imaginable… it makes for an explosion of joy like 
nowhere else.” —Richard Ouzounian, The Toronto Star
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APRIL | $17.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 120 pages
DRA017000 | DRA013000 

9781770918979
epub: 9781770918993

2f, 3m | premiered in November 2014 at 
the Touchstone Theatre, Vancouver

Hot off a run in London’s West End, and described by 
Torontoist as a “searing, unforgettable drama,” Late 
Company uncovers layers of parental and political hypocri-
sy at a suburban dinner party where grief is the loudest guest.

One year after the suicide of their teenage son Joel, 
Debora and Michael Shaun-Hastings sit down to din-
ner with their son’s bully and his parents. Closure is on 
the menu, but accusations are the main course as every-
one takes a turn in the hot seat for their real or imagined 
part in the tragedy. Blame shifts over the course of the 
evening from one person to the next, raising questions 
no one is prepared to answer.

LATE COMPANY, SECOND EDITION
Jordan Tannahill

Jordan Tannahill is a playwright, theatre director, and filmmaker. His 
plays and short films have been presented in theatres, festivals, and galleries 
across Canada and internationally. He received the 2014 Governor General’s 
Literary Award for Drama for his book Age of Minority: Three Solo Plays and 
was nominated for the award in 2016 for Concord Floral. In collaboration 
with William Ellis, Jordan ran the alternative art-space Videofag, out of a 
defunct barbershop in Toronto’s Kensington Market. Jordan now lives in 
London, England.

“…a powerfully polarizing script. There is humour and 
heartbreak in equal parts…” —Carly Maga, The Grid TO

“Tannahill’s subtle writing examines divergent approaches 
to parenthood without condemning anyone, as well as the 
challenges of childrearing in the 21st century.” —Debbie 
Fein-Goldback, NOW Magazine

“Tannahill’s script makes his characters abandon their 
pretenses, pick them up again, and then set them on fire.” 
—S. Bear Bergman, Mooney on Theatre

Also available:
Age of Minority: Three Solo Plays
Concord Floral
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JUNE | $29.95
6" x 9" | 496 pages
DRA002000 | DRA017000 
9781770919150

A companion anthology to Queer Canadian Theatre and 
Performance, the work contained in this volume provides 
a snapshot of Canadian contemporary queer performance 
practices—from playwriting to drag to performance art 
to spoken word to digital performance. 

Includes:
Ga Ting (Family) by Minh Ly
Charisma Furs by Katie Sly and Jonathan Seinen
adrogyne by d’bi.young anitafrika
Ghost Light by Shawn Wright
Dear Armen by lee williams boudakian and Kamee 
Abrahamian
Give It Up by Donna-Michelle St. Bernard
No Strings (Attached) by Sunny Drake

Peter Dickinson is a professor at Simon Fraser University, where he holds 
a joint appointment in the School for the Contemporary Arts and the 
Department of English. He is also Director of SFU’s Institute for Performance 
Studies and Associate Member of the Department of Gender, Sexuality and 
Women’s Studies. A long-time board member and Past President of the 
PuSh International Performing Arts Festival, Peter blogs regularly about 
Vancouver performance.

Born, raised, and based in Vancouver, Filipino-Canadian author C.E. 
Gatchalian writes drama, poetry, fiction, and non-fiction. His plays, which 
include Broken, Crossing, Claire, and Motifs & Repetitions, have appeared on 
stages nationally and internationally, as well as on radio and television. His 
latest play, Falling in Time, was a finalist for the Lambda Literary Award. He 
is the 2013 recipient of the prestigious Dayne Ogilvie Prize, awarded annu-
ally by The Writers’ Trust of Canada to an LGBT writer of merit.

Q2Q: QUEER CANADIAN PERFORMANCE TEXTS
edited by Peter Dickinson, C.E. Gatchalian, Kathleen Oliver, and Dalbir Singh
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JUNE | $25.00
6" x 9" | 400 pages

LIT013000 | LIT004160 
9781770919136

Queer Canadian Theatre and Performance asks what a 
comparative analysis of contemporary queer performance 
practices in Canada can tell us about current appetites and 
potential future programming.

This collection seeks to understand why it is import-
ant not just to continue to tell queer stories on stage, 
but also to piece together the larger historical narrative 
of Canadian queer theatrical production and reception 
through academic research. Contributors include Kym 
Bird, Sky Gilbert, Moynan King, Evalyn Parry, Richie 
Wilcox, Jay Whitehead, Tony Berto, Eury Chang, 
Cameron Crookston, Spy Dénommé-Welch, Dirk 
Gindt, Stephen Low, Sean Metzger, Cordula Quint, 
Trish Salah, Sarah Garton Stanley, and Laine Zisman 
Newman. Through their essays, artist reflections, and cu-
ratorial statements, they generate theory and new ways of 
understanding how queer theatre and performance have 
contributed more broadly to the political and social de-
velopment of LGBT2Q communities in Canada.

Kathleen Oliver currently teaches English at Langara College and has been 
writing theatre reviews for the Georgia Straight for twenty years.

Dalbir Singh is the associate editor of alt.theatre magazine and has published 
work in such journals and anthologies as Canadian Theatre Review, Critical 
Perspectives on Canadian Theatre in English, Red Light, and She Speaks. His 
plays have been performed at the Harbourfront Centre, Factory Theatre, 
Buddies in Bad Times Theatre, and on CBC Radio. He is currently a Ph.D. 
candidate in theatre at the University of Toronto.

QUEER CANADIAN THEATRE AND PERFORMANCE: 
NEW ESSAYS ON CANADIAN THEATRE VOL. 8

edited by Peter Dickinson, C.E. Gatchalian, Kathleen Oliver, and Dalbir Singh

Also available:
Vol. 1: Asian Canadian Theatre
Vol. 2: New Canadian Realisms
Vol. 3: Latina/o Canadian Theatre and Performance
Vol. 4: Theatres of Affect
Vol. 5: Daniel MacIvor
Vol. 6: Performing Indigeneity
Vol. 7: Canadian Performance Histories and Historiographies
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JUNE | $29.95
6" x 9" | 400 pages
DRA002000 | DRA013000 
9781770919143

An important new collection with works by First Nations 
playwrights Drew Hayden Taylor, Tara Beagan, Curtis 
Peeteetuce, Yvette Nolan, and more.

Indian Act is a tribute and thank you to those who sur-
vived the Indian Residential School system so that future 
generations could be free to pursue their lives unhindered 
by educationally enforced lowered expectations and in-
stitutionalized abuse. Seven plays by contemporary First 
Nations playwrights cover the broad scope of residential 
school experiences, all kinds of characters, and no ste-
reotypes, giving voice to those who could not be heard.

Includes:
Bunk #7 by Larry Guno
God and the Indian by Drew Hayden Taylor
They Know Not What They Do by Tara Began
A Very Polite Genocide or The Girl Who Fell to Earth by 
Melanie J. Murray
Kihew by Curtis Peeteetuce
Dear Mr. Buchwald by Yvette Nolan
Nokhum by Michael Greyeyes

Donna-Michelle St. Bernard is a Toronto-based emcee, playwright, and 
arts administrator. Notable works for the stage include They Say He Fell, A 
Man A Fish, Cake, The House You Build, Salome’s Clothes, and Gas Girls. Her 
work has been recognized with a SATAward nomination, the Herman Voaden 
National Playwriting Competition, the Enbridge playRites Award, a Dora 
Mavor Moore Award for Outstanding New Play, and two nominations for 
the Governor General’s Literary Award.

INDIAN ACT: RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL PLAYS
edited by Donna-Michelle St. Bernard

Also available:
Gas Girls
A Man A Fish
Refractions: Solo, co-edited by Yvette Nolan
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RECENTLY RELEASED

Alive with Judith Thompson’s trademark grit and raw dialogue, Hedda Gabler 
& Sirens: Elektra in Bosnia is a contemporary reimagining of two controver-
sial female protagonists in literature, and the marginalized voices of women in 
history. In Hedda Gabler, a recently married Hedda navigates her new identi-
ty as a wife and the intense constraints put on her by society. Sirens: Elektra in 
Bosnia is a gripping story about the horrors of collective and personal wars as 
a family torn apart by death and destruction becomes their own worst enemy.

Inspired by the kinds of real-life stories that prompted the It Gets Better cam-
paign, Paul Dunn’s play for middle-grade and high-school students brings the 
discussion around homophobia, bullying, mental health, and gay-straight alli-
ances directly to the young people who are on the front lines. Set in separate 
but simultaneous lunch periods at two different high schools, the teenagers are 
faced with acknowledging what drove them apart.

The mirrored realities of Montevideo in 1973 and Montreal in 2005 fuse to-
gether in a time-travelling story about one man who escaped a harrowing coup 
d’état in order to find a better life, but instead finds further struggles as an im-
migrant. As he tries for a better life, Francisco’s past keeps finding him, until it 
blurs with the present in a series of hallucinations, challenging him to reclaim 
his identity and his rights.

In an intimate, loving approach to the tragic subject of missing and murdered 
Indigenous women and girls, the acclaimed author of Dreary and Izzy shines a 
light on the haunting tale of a preteen’s last moments. Twelve-year-old Molly 
was riding her new bicycle on a deserted road when a man in a truck pulled up 
next to her, asking if she could get in and help him back to the highway. Molly 
declined, out of interest for her own safety. The next things Molly remembers 
are dirt, branches, trees, pain, and darkness.

HEDDA GABLER & SIRENS: ELEKTRA IN BOSNIA | JUDITH THOMPSON
$18.95 | 192 pages | 9781770917545 | 5 3/8” x 8 3/8”

OUTSIDE | PAUL DUNN
$17.95 | 72 pages | 9781770918108 | 5 1/8" x 7 5/8"

THE DOORMAN OF WINDSOR STATION | JULIE VINCENT,
TRANSLATED BY HUGH HAZELTON

$18.95 | 128 pages | 9781770918146 | 5 1/8" x 7 5/8"

IN SPIRIT | TARA BEAGAN
$17.95 | 64 pages | 9781770918061 | 5 1/8" x 7 5/8"
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From the author of the blockbuster hit ’da Kink in my hair comes an emotion-
al and raw look into family dynamics, trust, resolution, and change. Though 
rooted in buried strife and sadness, How Black Mothers Say I Love You is full of 
humour, love, and tenderness as it explores the complicated perceptions of im-
migrant mothers.

Plagued by the success of his first book and haunted by his past, Sin Hwang 
arrives in Hong Kong with some unusual cargo and a lot of emotional baggage. 
Featuring a surreal cast of characters, from a foul-mouthed Paddington Bear 
to a wisecracking Buddhist monk, this sharply comedic and heartbreakingly 
poignant tale of self, familial, and spiritual discovery reflects the cycles from 
which we must all break free as we find our way.

From the author of Cast Iron comes two plays that feature young black women 
who suddenly find themselves navigating unfamiliar territory on their own. As 
they embark on journeys from the only homes they’ve ever known, they’re chal-
lenged to think for themselves and to fight for what they want and believe in. 

Simultaneously heartbreaking and heartwarming, This Is How We Got Here fol-
lows a close-knit family as they deal with an unexpected loss. A mother, father, 
aunt, and uncle must learn how to move forward after a traumatic event and 
re-learn how to interact with one another with forgiveness, humour, and love.

HOW BLACK MOTHERS SAY I LOVE YOU | TREY ANTHONY
$17.95 | 104 pages | 9781770918023 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

ACQUIESCE | DAVID YEE
$17.95 | 136 pages | 9781770918399 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

UP THE GARDEN PATH & THE ADVENTURES OF THE BLACK GIRL IN HER 
SEARCH FOR GOD | LISA CODRINGTON
$19.95 | 184 pages | 9781770918269 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

THIS IS HOW WE GOT HERE | KEITH BARKER
$17.95 | 104 pages | 9781770918221 | 5 3/8” x 8 3/8”
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Through these works by both emerging and established Canadian queer art-
ists, this diverse anthology finds itself at the intersection of queer life and art, 
delving into the resulting subcultures and always-changing concepts of identi-
ty and performance. In this book, queer is not just something someone is; it’s 
also something they do.

On the weekend of January 10, 2004, American monologist Spalding Gray killed 
himself by jumping off the Staten Island Ferry in New York City. That same week-
end, Daniel MacIvor was in California, visiting a psychic surgeon who offered 
to save his life by removing a spiritual entity that had attached to him. But what 
if Spalding’s death had something to do with Daniel’s entity? Linking these two 
true parallel stories is fiction derived from Gray’s obsessions and MacIvor’s in-
ventions about a man named Howard who had forgotten how to live.

This daring new play from Newfoundland playwright Megan Gail Coles show-
cases a bold and refreshing approach to theatre for young audiences. Coles deftly 
interweaves Canada’s colonial history with online gaming as our Indigenous pro-
tagonist struggles to understand and reconcile her past, present and future.

QUEER / PLAY: AN ANTHOLOGY OF QUEER WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE 
AND PLAYS | EDITED BY MOYNAN KING

$29.95 | 472 pages | 9781770917972 | 6" x 9"

WHO KILLED SPALDING GRAY? | DANIEL MacIVOR
$17.95 | 72 pages | 9781770918344 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

SQUAWK | MEGAN GAIL COLES
$17.95 | 80 pages | 9781770918184 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

France, 1917. Aided by a nurse from Nova Scotia, four wounded Canadian sol-
diers recover in a field hospital in the wake of the battle for Vimy Ridge. Governor 
General’s Literary Award–winner Vern Thiessen explores how a nation’s defining 
moment is reflected in the lives of everyday people, their hopes, and their dreams.

VIMY: SECOND EDITION | VERN THIESSEN
$17.95 | 144 pages | 9781770918306 | 5 1/8" x 7 5/8"
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NOMINATED FOR THE 2017 GOVERNOR GENERAL’S 
LITERARY AWARD FOR DRAMA

It’s December 1979 and Joe Clark’s minority Progressive Conservative gov-
ernment is under threat of dissolution before it has a chance to accomplish 
anything—even pass a budget. But Clark is young and idealistic, resolute on 
making his mark in office. When he steals a moment at his desk to make a cru-
cial decision, his colleagues, including Brian Mulroney and Pierre Trudeau, take 
the opportunity to steer him in different directions.

Based on the classic novel by Wayne Johnston, The Colony of Unrequited Dreams is 
a fictionalized portrait of Joseph R. Smallwood, the controversial political figure 
who ambitiously led Newfoundland into Confederation with Canada, and became 
its first premier. Spanning two decades, Smallwood’s story is anchored by one of 
Johnston’s most memorable creations: the fictitious Sheilagh Fielding, a caustic 
newspaper columnist whose own battles with the past and alcohol addiction find 
full vent and expression in her tireless dogging of Smallwood’s climb to power.

Winner of the 2015 Jessie Richardson Theatre Award for Outstanding Original Script

Rita and Alfred Allmers live in an isolated cabin on native leasehold land overlook-
ing Indian Arm, a glacial fjord just north of Vancouver. With Alfred—a formerly 
promising novelist—now struggling with his latest work, Rita has been tasked 
with caring for their adopted son Wolfie, a sensitive First Nations teen who has 
been designated as “special needs” for much of his life. Hiro Kanagawa explores 
the uneasy intersection of privilege and birthright in this adaptation of Little Eyolf.

Finalist for the 2017 Carol Bolt Award

Fifteen-year-old Bess has no idea when she heads to London to see her uncle Ted 
that she is about to find herself at the heart of a scandal involving sexual impropri-
ety, her stepfather, Thom, and an attempted overthrow of the government. What 
does all this have to do with her? How adroitly can Bess manoeuvre through a 
series of interviews to avoid being swept up in the peril that might ensue? And 
will she be able to spin the facts to create a myth based on her own innocence?

1979 | MICHAEL HEALEY
$17.95 | 104 pages | 9781770917507 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

THE COLONY OF UNREQUITED DREAMS | ROBERT CHAFE
$17.95 | 192 pages | 9781770915763 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

INDIAN ARM | HIRO KANAGAWA
$17.95 | 112 pages | 9781770915725 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

THE VIRGIN TRIAL | KATE HENNIG
$17.95 | 144 pages | 9781770917705 | 5 3/8” x 8 3/8”
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